Abstract. In the study of /-groups, as in many other branches of mathematics, use is made of the concept of "orthogonal elements". The purpose of this paper is to show that this concept can be extended to directed, interpolation groups and that most of the theorems in /-groups concerning polars hold in the more general setting of directed, interpolation groups. As consequences, generalisations of Holland's and Lorenzen's theorems are obtained and a result on o-simple abelian, directed, interpolation groups.
1. Definitions, notation and basic facts. Let 5" be a partially ordered set. S will be said to satisfy the interpolation property if and only if whenever s, t,u,ve S and s, tfsu, v, then there exists x e S (not necessarily unique) such that s, t á x S u, v. If, in addition, s v t and s At do not exist in S unless s ^ t or t ^ s, then S will be called an antilattice set.
Let S be a partially ordered set and XqS. Then 3?(X), the set of lower bounds of X in S, will denote {se S : s ^x for all x e X} and all( X), the set of upper bounds of X in S, will denote {s e S : s = x for all x e X}. In the special case that X is finite, say X={xx,...,
x"}, we will write ¿¡f(xx,..., xn) for ¿f(X) and ^(xx,..., xn) for ¿(X). If s, t e S, s$t and /¿s, then we will write s\\t. 0 will denote the empty set, c will denote strict containment and £ will denote weak containment.
Throughout this paper, additive notation will be used for the group operation (it is not to be assumed that the group is abelian). If G is a group and Zs G, then (Xy will denote the subgroup of G generated by X.
G is an interpolation group if and only if G is a p.o. group (partially ordered group) whose partial order satisfies the interpolation property. It is easy to see that G is an interpolation group iff whenever 0^g^hx + h2 and /t^O ii =1,2), then there exist gx, g2eG such that O^gtSht (i=l, 2) and g=gx+g2.
If G is a p.o. group whose partial order is an antilattice set, then G is said to be an antilattice. If G is an interpolation group, then #(G) will denote the complete lattice of convex ¿/-subgroups (convex directed subgroups) of G (see [11] ). In the special case that ^(G) is closed under set-theoretic intersection, G is said to be a strong interpolation group. M e ^(G) is said to be a value of g e G iff g $ M and
M^Ne ^(G) implies that g e N.
If G is a p.o. group and SsG, then S+ denotes {s e S : s^O} and S~ denotes {seS : s^O}. If C is a convex subgroup, then /x(C) = <C + > is the largest convex ¿/-subgroup of G contained in C (see [11] ). If wg^O for some positive integer n implies g^O, then G is said to be semi-isolated, and if ng>0 for some positive integer n implies g > 0, then G is said to be weakly semi-isolated. Z (R) will denote the totally ordered additive group of integers (real numbers)
but Z+ (R+) will denote {me Z : m>0} ({r e R : r>0}).
Let A be a p.o. set and let {Ga : a e A} be a family of semi-isolated abelian groups.
Let K=U {Ga : « e ^4} and S(ik)={o e ¿ : /ca^0} for Jfc e JC. Let K-K(ii, Ga) be the group {ke K : S(k) contains no infinite ascending sequence in A}. For each v e V, let M(v) = {ae A : vaj=Q and ve=0 for all /S>«}. Define v>0 iff i>oe>0 for all a e Af (t>). Then, with this partial ordering, V is an abelian, semi-isolated group (see [6] ). W=Z(A, Ga) = {t; e K : S(v) is finite} is an abelian, semi-isolated subgroup of V.
Suppose G is an /-group (lattice-ordered group). For each g e G, write \g\ for g v -g-g, he G are said to be orthogonalif and only if |g| A \h\ =0. The polar of g, p(g), is defined to be the set of all h e G which are orthogonal to g. If S^G, then the polar of S, p(S) = f~) {p(s) : s e S}. It is easy to verify that polars are convex /-subgroups of G.
A generalization of the concept of polar is obtained by taking any convex /-subgroup C of the /-group G and defining p(g, C), the C-polar of g, to be {x e G : \x\h\g\eC} and p(S, C), the C-polar of S, to be f| ip(s, C) : s e S} where geG and 5s G. This definition is indeed a generalization since the polar of S is precisely the {0}-polar of S. It is due to R. D. Byrd (see [2] or [3] ). C-polars are convex /-subgroups of the /-group G and contain C. If G is an /-group, then z£\g\ iff z e &($l(g, 0, -g)); therefore, xep(g) iff &Mg, 0, -g)) n J2?(*(jc, 0, -*))£J2?(0).
2. Definition of C-polars in directed, interpolation groups. Let G be a p.o. group andfe G+. Let fL = {h e G+ : h a/=0}. P, a map from G into the set of subsets of G, is said to be a concept of polar if and only if
(1) P(g) is a convex subgroup of G for all geG, (2) ifge G+, then P(g) = <gL\ and (3) if g, h e G. then g e P(h) iff A e P(g).
For the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that G is a directed, interpolation group and Ce %>(G). Lemma 1. If g e G+, then X(g, C) = {h e G+ : for all fie G, iffúg, h, thenf^c, for some c¡ e C} is a convex subsemigroup of G+ containing C + (and hence 0). If C={0},thenX(g,C)=g\ Proof. Suppose a, be X(g, C) and that xSa+b, g; so there exists y e G such that 0, x^y = a + b, g. But O^a, b. Hence there exist yx,y2 e G+ such that .y^a, and y2^b, and y=yx+y2 (G is an interpolation group). Now yx, y2^y^g-Hence yxúa,g and y2 ^ b, g. Thus there exist c,deC such that yx^c and y2 fí d. Therefore x^y = c+de C. Consequently, a+be X(g, C) and X(g, C) is a subsemigroup of G+. If 0 = h = a and a e X(g, C), it is immediate that h e X(g, C); so X(g, C) is convex. Finally, if ceC+ and x^c, g, then x=c. Thus c e X(g, C) and C+ = X(g,C).
Let g e G+. p0(g, C) = (X(g, C)> and Po(g)=p0(g, {0}). If g e G", then define Po(g, C) to bep0(-g, C) and p0(g) to be p0(-g). The following lemmas will lead to a definition of C-polars of elements unrelated to 0. Lemma 2. IfiO^g^h, then pAg, C)^p0(h, C). Hence ifiO^g^h, then pAg, C) Po(h, C), i.e. the further from 0, the smaller the C-polar.
Proof. It is trivial to prove that if O^g^h, then X(h, C)çX(g, C). The result follows at once from this.
Lemma 3. p0(g, C) = \J {p0(h, C) : he G such that h^g,0, -g} for all geG+ UG-.
The proof is easy and so is omitted. Now define the C-polar of geG, p(g, C), to be (J {p0(h, C) : he G such that h^g, 0, -g}. If g e G+ u G", then p(g, C)=p0(g, C) by Lemma 3. The polar of geG,p(g), is defined to bep(g, {0}).
Theorem 4. For all geG, p(g, C) e<tf(G) and C<^p(g, C). If P is a concept of polar, then for all geG, p(g)^P(g) and p is the unique concept of polar such that p(g)e<6(G)forallgeG.
Proof. If g is related to 0, then p(g, C) e <é(G) and Cçp(g, C) by Lemma 3 and the remarks following Lemma 1. Now for all geG, {p(h, C) : h^g,0, -g} is an upper directed set under set-theoretic inclusion because of the interpolation property and Lemma 2. Hence C^p(g, C) e ^(G) for all g e G follows from the special case when g e G+.
Suppose gep(h, C). Then gep(k, C) for some k^h, 0, -h. p(k, C)e%(G), so there exist x, y e p(k, C)+ such that g=x-y and there exists zep(k,C) + such that z^x, y. Hence z^g, 0, -g and it follows from the definition that piz, C)çpig, C). By definition, k epiz, C)+ (since k, z^0, Xiz, C)=piz, C) + License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and X(k, C)=p(k, C)+), so kep(g, C). But -k^h^k and p(g, C) is convex.
Therefore, h ep(g, C). It now follows that/» is a concept of polar. If P is a concept of polar and g e G +, then P(g) = (g1) =/?(g), and if fe G and 0 %k ep(f), thenfep(k) = <kL} =P(k). It follows that k e P(f) sop(f)^P(f) for all fe G and, similarly, P(f) + çp(f)+ for all/e G. If P(g) is directed for all geG, then P(f)=p(f) for all /eG. Corollary 4.1. For a// g, heG, g ep(h, C) iff h ep(g, C).
If G is an l-group then the definition given for l-groups coincides with the one given here.
Proof. This follows from the fact that if G is an /-group, then C is a convex /-group of G if and only if C is a convex directed subgroup of G.
An alternative possible definition of the polar of g £ G is given by
Pi(g) = {xeG: 2{<*(g, 0, -g)) n <£fa(x, 0, -x)) s ^(0)}.
As has already been noted, this definition agrees with that for /-groups in the case that G is an /-group. However, px is not a concept of polar as property (2) need not hold (see, e.g., R© R ordered by: (x,y)>0 iff x>0 and>>^0). If G is even (i.e., every geG can be expressed as 2/z for some heG) and strongly semi-isolated (no sum of conjugates of an element g^O is ^0), then it can be shown that/?! satisfies properties (1) and (3) of the definition of a concept of polar. If G is an antilattice, then p(g) = {0} for all g>0 and hence p(g) = {0} for all g e G\{0}. Consequently, the polars in an antilattice are trivial ({0} or G). This is in contrast to px as is seen from the example mentioned above. In the case that S is a subset of G, the C-polar of S,p(S, C), can be defined to be ¡~\ {p(s, C) : se S} = p(C\ {p(s, C) : s e S}). It now follows that C-polars (and so polars, which are {0}-polars) are convex ¿/-subgroups which contain C. Observe that p(g, C) =p({g}, C).
The definition can be extended to A-polars, where A' is a convex subgroup (not necessarily directed) of G. However, if the definition is given with K in place of C, it is easy to see that p(S, K) =p(S, p(K)). Hence nothing is gained by this extra generalization.
3. Properties of C-polars. In this section, proofs of results will often be omitted since they can be obtained by adapting those for /-groups (to be found in [2] or [3]). Some proofs will be given as samples. It cannot be stressed too much that extreme care must be taken in the adaptation. Although most of the results which hold for polars in /-groups are true for polars in directed, interpolation groups, not all results carry over. Examples will be given in cases where the analogue fails.
Lemma 5. (i) If x, y e G+, thenp(x, C) np(y, C)=p(x+y, C).
(ii) If Sand T are subsets of G and S ç T, then p(T, C) £/>(S, C).
Proof. We prove that/?(x, C)+ r\p(y, C) + ^p(x+y, C) + . The rest of the proof is elementary. Suppose zep(x, C)+ r\p(y, C)+ and 0^/^z, x+y. As G is an interpolation group, there exist u, veG+ such that u + v = t and u^x and v^y. Now 0 = u ^ z, x and 0 ^ v ¿ z, y. Hence u,veC.
Thus / 6 C and the proof is completed. Lemma A definition of higher C-polars is now given using induction on the positive integer«. Let S be a subset of G. pAS, C)=p(S, C)andpn + 1(S, C)=p(p\S, C), C), the (n+l)th C-polar of S. For all n e Z+, C^pAS, C) e ^(G) for each S^G. By Lemma 5(ii), if S^T^G, then p2(S, C)^p2(T, C)^p2(G, C) = G (this last fact follows from p(G, C) = C and Lemma 6(i)).
Let S be a subset of G. S is said to be weakly positive if and only if for all s e S, there exist sx, s2 e S + US" such that î^î^ s2.
Lemma 8. (i) For every subset of S of G, S + u S~çp2(S, C). If S is a weakly positive set, then S^p2(S, C).
(ii) If G is a strong interpolation, directed group, then S^p2(S, C)for every subset ofiG.
Proof, (i) It is immediate from Corollary 4.1 that S^(~){p(x, C) : x ep(S, C)} and so S+ u S~<=p2(S, C).
(ii) If G is a directed, strong interpolation group, then f) {p(x, C) : x ep(S, C)} =P2(S, C).
Since every /-group is a strong interpolation, directed group, S^p\S, C) for all S£ G holds for /-groups. A directed, interpolation group G is said to be a strong C-polar group if and only if S^p%S, C) for every subset S of G.
Let A=Z~ u {a} where a<a for all a e Z~ and Z~ has the usual ordering. Let Ra=R if a e Z~ and let Ra be the totally unordered additive group of reals. Let G=V(A, Ra). Then G is a strong {0}-polar group (if S+0, {0}, then p(S)={0}) but not a strong interpolation group (see [9] ).
Note that if S e ^(G), then Sisa weakly positive set as is every set of positive or negative elements of G.
Lemma 9. (i) p(S, C)np2(S, C) = Cfor every subset S of G.
(ii) If Cç S and S is a weakly positive set, then p(S, C) n S~C. This follows at once from Lemma 6(i).
(ii) and (iii) follow from the previous lemma. (ii) If S<=p2(S, C), thenp3(S, C)<=p(S, C).
A directed, interpolation group G is said to be a weak C-polar group if and only if p3(S, C) =p(S, C) for all subsets S of G. The above lemma shows that every strong C-polar group is a weak C-polar group. The converse is false.
At this stage, it is probably helpful to illustrate the above results with an example. For this purpose, consider valuation groups.
Let A be a p.o. set and i?a^{0} be a trivially ordered subgroup of the reals or a subgroup of R, and let V= V(A, Ra). If Kis an interpolation group (i.e., satisfies Teller's condition-see [17] ), then if ve V + , p(v) = i{ue V+ : if a e M(v) and ß e M(u), then there does not exist ye A such that y-¿a, ß}}. Hence all the polars of elements of V can be found. Now consider A=Z+ uZ" u {0} partially ordered as follows: let a, ßeA; then a < ß iff either (i) a, ße Z~ and a<ß in the usual ordering on Z", or (ii) a = 0 and ß e Z~, or (iii) a eZ + , ße Z' and a= -ß in the usual ordering on Z + . Then y || 0 and w ^ t;, 0, -v iff there exists ae M(u) such that a e Z ~. It is immediate that p(v)={x e V : xa=0 if a e Z~ u {0} and there exists ße Z+ such that xa=0 for all a}tß in the natural ordering of Z+},p2(v)^p({xe V : xa=0ifa=Z+ uZ"}) ={0} (this can be seen by letting ne Z+ and x(n) e V+ be defined by x^ = l if a = l,...,n and jc£°=0 for all other aeA. xwep(v)+ for every neZ+ and p(xin)) = <{je K+ : >>a = 0 for all aeZ+ uZ" such that |a|g« in the natural ordering on Z+}>; p2(v)^\~] {p(xw) : neZ+} = ß({x e V : xa=0 if <x^0})={0}). Hence p2(v)={0} and v$p2(v). Furthermore, p(v)<=G=p(0)=p3(v). Thus V is neither a weak {0}-polar nor a strong {0}-polar group. This is unlike the /-group result.
Let A be defined as above and let B=A u {Ö}. B has the same partial order as A except that 0<a for all a e Z~. Let Re=R if ß e B\{0} and let R0 be the trivially ordered reals. Let W=^(B, Rß). Then W is a weak {0}-polar group but, as above, it is not a strong {0}-polar group.
Lemma 11. p2(S n T, C)^p2(S,.C) np2(T, C) for all subsets S, T of G. If S, TeV(G), then p2(S, C) np2(T, C)=p2(S n T, C). Equality does not hold for arbitrary S, T subsets ofiG, nor doesp2(f] {Sa : ae A}, C) equal ["~| {p\Sa, C) : aeA} when {Sa : a e A}Q,(e(G), even if G is an l-group.
Proof. The only difficulty is showing that if S,Te^(G), then p2(S, C) + n p2(T, C)+ Qp2(S n T, C)+. Let 0^x ep2(S, C) c\p2(T, C) and 0 <.y ep(S n T, C). Let s e S+ and teT+. Suppose that 0¿w^x, y, s, t. Then we S nT and 0^w ¿w, y. Thus w e C, and so if OSa^x, y, s, then a ep(t, C) + . This holds for all teT+. Therefore, a ep(T, C) by Lemma 7(ii). Now x ep2(T, C) and 0 = a^a, x. Thus aeC. Hence if 0 S v ^ x, y and 0 = w^v, s, then w eC, i.e. v e p(s, C) and this holds for all * e S + . Consequently, v ep(S, C). But x ep2(S, C) and soveC. It now follows that x ep(y, C). Therefore x ep2(S n T, C).
Lemma 12. If {Sa : a e A} is a family of subsets ofG, then p fa) {Sa : ae A}, C) = p(0 {p(Sa, C):ae A}). If for all aeA, Sae <¡Í(G), then p({J {Sa:ae A}, C) =P«U{Sa:«eA}>,C). The machinery has now been established to prove the main theorem of this section concerning the structures of 0>(G, C) and 3~(G, C).
is a complete Boolean algebra under inclusion, which is a complete lower subsemilattice of(H(G), but not necessarily a sublattice ofc€(G), even if G is an l-group. Moreover, U {p(Ca, C):aeA} p(B, n C) = U {p(Ca, C) np(B, C):aeA} where B, Ca e %(G) (a e A).
(ii) 0~(G, C) is a complete lattice which is a complete lower subsemilattice of (G) but not necessarily a sublattice of(€(G) even if G is an l-group. 0~(G, C) is not complemented, in general.
(iii) 0¡(G, C) is a complete lower subsemilattice of 0~(G, C), but may not be a complete sublattice of 3~(G, C). Observe that 0>(G, G)=íí(G).
A certain type of convex ¿/-subgroup will play an important role in the following. C e ^(G) is said to be a prime subgroup of G if and only if it is finitely meet irreducible in <ë(G), i.e. if Cx, C2 e <ë(G) and C=CX n C2, then C=CX or C=C2.
Lemma 21. (i) C is a prime subgroup of G iff C e #(G) and whenever A, B e #(G) are such that AnB^C, then A^C or BqC.
(ii) IfC is aprime subgroup ofG,a,beG+ and a A b exists in G, then if a Abe C, either aeCorbeC.
(iii) If G is an l-group and C e ^(G), then the converse of (ii) is true.
Proof, (i) Suppose C is a prime subgroup of G, A, B e ^(G) and A n B<=, C. Assume by way of contradiction, that A,B^C. Then there exist aeA+\C and beB+\C. aep2(a,C)e<e(G), bep(a,C)e<€(G) and pfa C) np2(a, C) = C.
Hence p(a, C) = C or p2(a, C) = C, since C is prime. Thus b e C or a e C, a contradiction. The converse is a fortiori.
(ii) Follows similarly.
The following lemma is easy to check:
Lemma 22. If G is a directed, interpolation group and Ce<€(G), let R(C) ={C+g : geG}, the right cosets of C in G. Then R(C) is a directed set satisfying the interpolation property under the ordering: C+g^C + h iff there exists ceC such that c+g^h. Furthermore, ifgvh (gAh) exists in G, then C+x+gV C+x + h (C+x+gAC+x + h) exists in R(C) and is equal to C+x + (g\/h) (C+x + (gAh)) and C+g + xv C+h + x (C+g+xAC+h + x) exists in R(C) and is equal to C+(gvh) + x (C+(gAh) + x)for all xeG. Proof. Since {B e ^(G) : C£ B} is a lattice under inclusion, the example cited above shows (2) 4> (1). That (1) -> (2) is obvious.
(2)-^(3). Suppose C+gAC+h exists and =C+k. Then C+g-kAC+h-k exists and = C. Hence, without loss of generality, g, h^O and k = 0. Since C is prime, p(g, C) = C or p2(g, C) = C. It is easy to check that h ep(g, C) and, by the fact that g^O, gep2(g,C). Thus geC or he C; so C+g = C or C+h = C. A similar argument holds if C+gvC+A exists.
(3) -> (2). Similar to the proof of Lemma 21(i).
Using Lemma 22, if G is an /-group and C is prime, then R(C) is totally ordered. It is easy to see that (2) -> (1) if G is an /-group and so all three conditions are equivalent in this case. (ii) C is a prime subgroup of B.
(iii) p(B, C) is a prime subgroup of G.
(iv) p(B, C)=p(b, C)for all beB+\C. The proof is easy. This concludes the section. One remarkable fact about the last two sections is that there is so much similarity between the /-group case and the directed, interpolation group case, despite the fact that "prime" is much weaker in the latter and \g\ may not exist if g||0.
5. C-carriers and principal C-bipolars. If G is an /-group and C is a convex /-subgroup of G, then C-carriers are defined (by Byrd) as equivalence classes of positive elements of G with respect to C-polars, i.e. gA(C) (the C-carrier of g) ={he G+;p(h, C)=p(g, C)} for g e G+. It is clear that this definition can be used when G is a directed, interpolation group and C e #(G). In Lemma 29. Let <p: G+ -+ Jf(G, C) be defined by g<p=gAiC\ for g e G+. Then <p is an order-preserving map of G* onto Jf(G, C), with kernel, C+, which preserves all finite suprema and ínfima which exist in G. In the case that G is an l-group, Jf(G, C) is a lattice and<p is the maximal lattice homomorphism having C+ as kernel.
Proof. The first part is routine. The second part is due to an extension of a result of R. S. Pierce (see [8] ). Cf. Theorem 17.
A structure which is for all practical purposes the same as ôf(G, C) is the set of principal C-bipolars of positive elements of G, @(G, C) = {p2(g, C) : geG*}. The next theorem shows that the two structures are tied together.
Theorem 30. Let r-•#"(<?, C) -> 2(G, C) be given by gMC)<p=p2(g, C). Then <p and<p~l are upper semilattice isomorphisms that preserve finite infima whenever they exist. Also, p2(g, C)+={h e G+ : h^kfor some kegMC)},for g e G+.
Proof. It is easy to check that p2ig+h, C) is the least upper bound of p2(g, C) and p2ih, C), whenever g, heG+ (since p3(g, C)=pig, C) if geG* and pig+h, C) =pig,C)C\pih,Q).
Let geG* and S={heG+ : h^k for some keg*™}. IfheS, then h ep\g, C)+. Conversely, if h ep2(g, C)+, then h^g+hegA<c>. It follows that h e S and so S=p2(g, C)+.
If gA(C)=AA(C); then p2,gj C)=p\h, C) and if gAto^Ato then p^ c)_¿ p(h, C); asp3ig', C)=pig', C) for alls' e G\p2(g, C)¥=p2(h, C). Consequently, 9 is an upper semilattice isomorphism. This theorem extends Byrd's corresponding theorem for /-groups. The section closes with a result linking C-carriers to prime subgroups (cf. Proof. gep2ig, C)\C and p3(g, C)=pig, C) so (2) and (3) are equivalent by Theorem 25.
(2) ->-(1). If gA(C) is not a minimal C-carrier, then there exists heG+\C such that AA<C)<gA(C). Hencep3(g, C)<=ps(h, C)<=G andp3(g, C)
is a maximal C-polar of a convex ¿/-subgroup of G (by Theorem 25), a contradiction.
(1) ->• (3). By Theorem 25, it is enough to show that C is a prime subgroup of p2ig, C). By way of contradiction, assume that gA(C) is a minimal C-carrier and C is not a prime subgroup of p2(g, C). Then there exist K,Le ^(p2(g, C)) such that KC\L = C and C^K,L. Choose keK + \C and feL+\C. By Theorem 30, there exist h,h'egAm such that fi^h and k^h'. Hence /A<C), kMC)^gMC) and as ¿AtojAco^oAco Ä.A(c)=gA(o=yA(« But k t p(k, C) and k epif, C) so /tA(CV /A<C), a contradiction. 6. Filters and prime subgroups. Several results about /-groups have been obtained using ultrafilters on the nonnegative elements of an /-group (e.g., [1] , [14] and [16] ). In [2] , Byrd showed that prime filters correspond to prime subgroups and, in this correspondence, ultrafilters correspond to minimal prime subgroups. This is not the case for directed, interpolation groups because R(C) is not necessarily totally ordered even if C is prime (see Theorem 23). However, a correspondence can be established between prime filters and prime subgroups. As before, G will be a directed, interpolation group. Let N=G~. A nonempty subset F of G\N is said to be a filter (on G\AQ if and only if (i) whenever x, y e G are such that x¿y and xeF, then y e F, and (ii) whenever x,yeF, there exists zeFsuch that z^x,y. Observe that if G is an /-group, then (ii) can be replaced by: whenever x, y e F, then xAyeF (this is the usual definition of filter).
A maximal filter is called an ultrqfilter. A filter F is said to be prime if and only if whenever x, yeG and x+y e F, then x e F or y e F. A filter is said to be normal if and only if it is invariant. In [2] , Byrd showed that if G is an /-group, then every ultrafilter is prime. This is not true for directed, interpolation groups. Let G=R ®" Z where Z is totally unordered (i.e., (r, «)>0 ifi>>0). Let F={(r,n):r>0}u{(0,2)}.
F is an ultrafilter which is not prime since (0, l)+(0, 1)=(0, 2) e F but (0, 1) $ F.
An alternative definition of prime might be: <W(g,h)^F implies that geF or h e F. With this definition, the same difficulty remains.
Observe that if G is a semi-isolated, directed, interpolation group and F is a prime filter, then if x, y e F, it follows that x+y e F (x=(x+y)-y and -y $ F).
Suppose C e #(G). Then C is called a strong prime subgroup of G if and only if {C+g : ge G}=R(C) is totally ordered. It is easy to see that if C is a strong prime subgroup, then {A e #(G) : Cs A} is a chain, and so C is a prime subgroup of G. In [11] following Theorem B, an example was given of a prime subgroup of a directed, interpolation group which is not a strong prime subgroup. The same example showed that there exists B e #(G) such that B contains a prime subgroup (namely {0}) but is not itself a prime subgroup. However, if B e #(G) and B contains a strong prime subgroup, then B is itself a strong prime subgroup. If G is a directed, strong interpolation group and JT is a chain of strong prime subgroups, then Ç\Jf isa strong prime subgroup. However, if G is only a directed, interpolation group, then f~\Af need not be a strong prime subgroup. The example on p. 6 shows this.
Lemma 32. Let C be a prime subgroup of G. Then F(C)={g eG : C<C+g} is a filter which is normal if C <¡ G. If C is a strong prime subgroup ofG, then F(C) is a prime filter. IfCx, C2 are distinct prime subgroups ofG, then F(CX) and F(C2) are distinct and if C2 is a strong prime subgroup of G and C2^CX, then F(Cx)sF(C2).
Proof. Routine verification using the fact that R(C) is an antilattice if C is prime. Notice that if C is not a strong prime subgroup, then F(C) is not necessarily a prime filter; e.g., let G=Ä EB* R (i.e., fa b)>0 iff a>0 and ¿>>0) and C={(0, 0)}. Proof. That C(F) e<€(G) is trivial as is the normality. If A, Be<€(G) and C(F)^A, B, choose a eA+\C(F) and b e B+\C(F). a,beF, so there exists zeF such that z^a,b. Hence there exists x e G such that 0, z^x^a, b, and it follows that xeF. Therefore, x$C(F) and so C(F)<^A n B. The rest of the proof is easy, the example being provided by G=R ©" C2, and F=G\N.
Lemma 34. (i) If C is a strong prime subgroup ofG, then C(F(C)) = C.
(ii) If C is a minimal strong prime subgroup of G, then F(C) is a maximal prime filter with respect to giving rise to a strong prime subgroup.
(iii) If F is a prime filter and C(F) is a strong prime subgroup of G, then
FsF(C(F)). If F is also an ultrafilter, then F=F(C(F)).
(iv) If F is a prime ultrafilter and C(F) is a strong prime subgroup of G, then C(F) is a minimal strong prime subgroup of G.
The proof is routine. If F is a prime filter and C(F) is a strong prime subgroup of G, then F is said to be a strong prime filter. Strong prime filters which are ultrafilters will be called strong ultrafilters. This theorem gives the correspondence between prime filters and prime subgroups for directed, interpolation groups. 7. A generalization of Lorenzen's theorem to directed, interpolation groups. An /-group G is said to be representable if and only if it is a subcartesian product of o-groups, with the cardinal ordering (that is, there exists {Ha : a e A}, a family of o-groups such that G is an /-subgroup of Tl {Ha : ae A}, and the projection of G into Ha is onto for all a e A). Lorenzen's theorem states that G is a representable l-group if and only if the polars of elements ofG+ are o-ideals of G. This is equivalent to the carriers being invariant (see [15] ).
Since every antilattice which is an /-group is an o-group, the concept of "representare" can be "extended" to directed, interpolation groups. A directed, interpolation group G will be called a subcartesian product of {Ha : ae A}, a family of directed, interpolation groups, iff G is a subgroup of n {Ha : aeA}, the projection, ira, of G into Ha is onto and ker (7ra) e 0(G) for each aeA. G is representable if and only if G is "/"-isomorphic (i.e., by a map which preserves all finite suprema and infima which exist in G) to a subcartesian product of some family of antilattices.
Theorem 36. A directed, interpolation group G is o-isomorphic to a subcartesian product of {Ha : ae A}, a family of directed, interpolation groups, iff there exists {Na : aeA}, a family of o-ideals of G, such that GjNa = 0Ha for all aeA and H {Na : ae A} = {0}. The o-isomorphism (of G) is an "¡"-isomorphism iff for each aeA, the o-isomorphisms ofG¡Na onto Ha are "/'''-isomorphisms.
A directed, interpolation group G is irreducible iff whenever G is "/"-isomorphic to a subcartesian product of a family {Ke : ß e B} of directed, interpolation groups, the projection ttBq is (1:1) for some ß0 e B, i.e. G £ i Kßo for some ß0 e B.
In [12] , P. Hall gave a definition of a monolithic group and defined the lith of a group. Analogously, a p.o. group G is said to be monolithic if and only if \~\{KeO(G) : K¿{0}}¿{0}. If G is a monolithic p.o. group, then lith (G) = n {K e 0(G) : AV{0}} is the unique minimal fa{0}) o-ideal of G. In [12] , P. Hall gave an example of a group which has a unique minimal normal subgroup but is not monolithic. Adapting his example, let G= V(A, Ra) where Ra=R for all a e A and A = Z~ u {0} ordered by : a < ß iff a, ß e Z ~ and a < ß in the usual total ordering on Z". G is an /-group (see [7] ) and, for each aeA, Ma={g e G : ge=0 if ß\\a or ß7> a} e 0(G)\{0}. M0 is the unique minimal o-ideal of G since ■ ■ • c M_3<= M_2 CM.! and, if Na={geG : ge=0 if ^«}2M" then {Na : a eA}=^x(G) (see the proof of Theorem D of [11]). However, G is not monolithic as [~\ {Ma : aeA} = {0}. Indeed, f){Ma: ae A}={0}. Proof. Trivial-the example on p. 6 guarantees that (3) -f> (1). The following lemma is of technical importance. Its proof is straightforward and therefore omitted.
Lemma 38. If Ne 0(G), then e(G¡N)={M¡N : Me (9(G) andN^M).
Let SE be a property of directed, interpolation groups. A directed, interpolation group G is said to be ~9.SC (residually SE) if and only if G is "/"-isomorphic to a subcartesian product of directed, interpolation groups which have the property SE. This definition is based on P. Hall's definition for groups.
Theorem 39. Every directed, interpolation group is residually irreducible. Every directed, strong interpolation group is residually monolithic.
Proof. Let G be a directed, interpolation group and g e G\{0}. As in [11] , there exists Kg e 6(G) maximal in 6(G) with respect to not having g as a member.
D {Kg : g e G\{0}}={0} and G/Kg is irreducible by Lemma 38, for each g e G\{0}.
By Theorem 36, G is residually irreducible. If G is a directed, strong interpolation group, then G/K9 is monolithic for each g e G\{0}.
The example on p. 6 shows that there exist nonresidually monolithic directed, interpolation groups. This is unlike the group theory result (see [12] ).
G is a regular directed, interpolation group iff p(g) 0 G for all g e G+.
Lemma 40. Let G be a directed, interpolation group. The following are equivalent:
(1) G is regular.
(2) p(S) < G for all S<=G. The proof is omitted since it is quite easy. The next lemma leads to a generalization of Lorenzen's Theorem.
Lemma 41. Let G be a directed, interpolation group. If G is regular and irreducible, then G is an antilattice. If G is an antilattice, then G is regular.
Proof. If G is regular and irreducible and b ep(a)+ (a e G+), then, by Lemma 40, p(ä), p2ia) e <P(G). In addition, pia) np2ia)={0} by Lemma 9(i). By Theorem 37, (4) -> (3), pia) = {0} orp2ia)={0}. But b epia) and a ep\a) by Lemma 8(i). Hence o=0 or a=0; so G is an antilattice.
If G is an antilattice, then ^(G, {0})=2, so G is regular.
Theorem 42 (Generalization of Lorenzen's Theorem). If G is a directed, interpolation group, then G is regular if and only if G is representable.
Proof. Suppose that G is regular. By Theorem 39, every directed, interpolation group is "/"-isomorphic to a subcartesian product of irreducible, directed, interpolation groups. Since G is regular, each of the irreducible, directed, interpolation groups is regular, as can be seen by the construction used in the proof of Theorem 39. By Lemma 41, G is representable.
The converse is immediate from Lemma 4L
The following corollary gives the result proved by L. It should be noted that the construction given in Theorem 39 (which is crucial to the proof given of Lorenzen's Theorem) when applied to an /-group, G, gives G /-isomorphic to a subcartesian product of irreducible /-groups. Lemma 41 now gives;-If G is a regular, irreducible /-group, then G is an o-group. As a result, Lorenzen's Theorem for /-groups is recaptured.
Notice that by Lorenzen's Theorem, Theorem 42 and the fact that if G is an /-group then the /-group definition of polar is the same as that given in this paper, it follows that an /-group is representable if and only if it is representable in the sense given here. 8 . o-simple directed, interpolation groups. In group theory, one problem which has attracted a lot of study is characterizing simple groups. In the theory of p.o. groups, two problems can be posed. The first is to characterize those directed, interpolation groups which have no nontrivial o-ideals, and the second (which is easier) is to characterize those directed, interpolation groups which have no nontrivial normal, convex subgroups.
The second is easy to answer, provided the groups are abelian and weakly semi-isolated. The answer is If G is an abelian, directed interpolation, weakly semi-isolated group having only the trivial convex subgroups, then G is an o-group and so o-isomorphic to a subgroup ofR. Indeed, if G is an abelian, weakly semi-isolated group without nontrivial convex subgroups, then G is a trivially ordered group of prime order or a subgroup of R.
(If geG and g||0, then <g> is a convex normal subgroup of G and <g>^{0}. Hence G is trivially ordered and clearly of prime order. If G is not of this form, then G is an o-group. The rest of the theorem follows from a result of Holder whose proof is provided in [8] .)
The first problem is more difficult, even when abelian, weakly semi-isolated, directed, interpolation groups are considered. A p.o. group G is said to be o-simple ifandonlyif0(G)={G,{O}}.
Theorem 43. If G is a directed, interpolation group which is o-simple, then G is irreducible. If G is a representable directed, interpolation group which is o-simple, then G is an antilattice. In particular, any o-simple, abelian, directed, interpolation group is an antilattice.
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 37, whereas the second part follows from this, together with Theorem 42 and Lemma 41.
The For the rest of this section, an attempt will be made to show that in some sense, all o-simple, weakly semi-isolated, abelian p.o. groups are of the form S ©~* T where S is a group of real valued functions and ris a trivially ordered group.
Let G be an arbitrary p.o. group ^{0}. By Zorn's Lemma, there exist maximal trivially ordered (convex) subgroups of G, provided that G is not trivially ordered. g e G\{0} is said to be pseudo-positive if and only if h < g for all h e G such that h< 0 and g' e G\{0} is said to be a pseudo-identity if and only if h < g' <f for all h,feG such that h<0<fi. This definition is due to L. Fuchs and originated in [9], Theorem 45. Let{Ka : a e A} be the set of all maximal trivially ordered subgroups of a p.o. group G which is not trivially ordered, and let K be the set of all pseudoidentities together with 0. Then K is a normal trivially ordered subgroup of G and Kç. f] {Ka : aeA}. If G is weakly semi-isolated, then K= P| {Ka : aeA}.
Proof. Clearly, AT is a normal trivially ordered subgroup of G. If K^ KB for some ß e A, choose k e K\Ke. <p, K6} is a subgroup of G and so nk>g for some g e K" and neZ. Since nk e K, it follows that g < 0. Therefore, KB is not trivially ordered, a contradiction. Consequently, ATç H {Ka : ae A}.
If G is weakly semi-isolated and gef) {Ka : aeA}, then either g=0 (whence g e K) or g=£0. If g^0, let h>0. h+g $ Ka for all a e A since each Ka is trivially ordered. If h+g^O, then g = 0, which is impossible, and if A+g||0, then {h+g} is trivially ordered and so h+ge(h+g}^KB some ßeA-a contradiction. It follows that h+g>0 and so g>k for all k e G such that k <0. Similarly, -g>k for all k e G such that k < 0. Hence g e K.
A p.o. group G is said to be dense iff /, geG and f<g imply there exists he G such that f<h<g.
Theorem 46. If G is an interpolation group and K={g e G : g=0 or gis apseudoidentity}j={ §}, then G and G/K are dense interpolation groups, G/K has no pseudoidentities and no suprema or ínfima exist in G or G/K of unrelated elements. If G is directed isemi-isolated), then so is G/K. Theorem 47. If G is an abelian, semi-isolated group, then G can be o-embedded in its divisible closure, G, where G+ ={x e G : nxeG+ for some neZ+}. G is an abelian, semi-isolated group. If G is a directed (interpolation), abelian, semi-isolated group, then so is G.
Theorem 48. If G is an abelian, divisible, semi-isolated group without pseudoidentities, then G can be o-embedded in a mild cartesian product of divisible o-groups (i.e., h>0iffha>0 for all a e A).
The proofs of these theorems, which are generalizations of those in [9] , are the same as those given there; for this reason, they are omitted here. Theorem 48 is proved as follows: For each g>0, let Kg be a trivially ordered subgroup of G maximal with respect to not containing g. G\Kg is a divisible o-group and the canonical map of G into the mild cartesian product of G\Ka ({Ka : a e A} is the set of all trivially ordered subgroups of G maximal with respect to missing some g e G+\{0}) is an o-embedding.
If G is an abelian, weakly semi-isolated group and AT is the subgroup of 0 together with the pseudo-identities of G, then T(G)^K as was shown in [10] , where T(G) ={ge G : g=0 or g is periodic}. G¡K is semi-isolated under the induced order and so can be o-embedded in its divisible closure by Theorem 47. Let H be the divisible closure of G\K. Then H can be o-embedded in a mild cartesian product of divisible o-groups which are dense by Theorem 48.
Lemma 49. (1) If G is an abelian, weakly semi-isolated group which is o-simple, then so is G/K. The proof is trivial-the fact that each factor is o-simple stems from the construction given in the proof of Theorem 48.
If G is an abelian, weakly semi-isolated group without pseudo-identities, then G is semi-isolated as it has no torsion elements (T(G)çK). Hence Theorem 50. If G is an o-simple, abelian, weakly semi-isolated group without pseudo-identities, it can be o-embedded in a mild cartesian product of divisible subgroups ofR.
If G has pseudo-identities, then G is a lexicographic sum of G/K over K, where K is the subgroup comprising the pseudo-identities of G and 0. Consequently, G can be o-embedded in a lexicographic sum of a mild cartesian product of ogroups over a trivially ordered subgroup. Thus Theorem 51. If G is an o-simple, abelian, weakly semi-isolated group with pseudo-identities, then G can be o-embedded in a lexicographic sum of a mild cartesian product of divisible subgroups of R by a trivially ordered group. Notice, however, that this o-embedding into real valued functions on some trivially ordered set-or a lexicographic sum thereof-may not be an embedding into an o-simple p.o. group (if a is a limit ordinal, then \~[* {Re : ß<a} is not o-simple, where Rt (^{0}) is a divisible subgroup of R, for all ß<a. (Let L = {/e u* iRß '• ß < « : limyOS) = 0} e 6 {jj* {Rß : ß < a}) and L ^ {0} or n* {Rß '• ß < a}-))-Thus the o-embedding leaves much to be desired.
9. An embedding theorem for directed, interpolation groups. In [13] , Holland proved that every /-group can be /-embedded in the order-preserving permutations of a totally ordered set. In this section, his construction is imitated to prove that every directed, interpolation group can be "/"-embedded in the order-preserving permutations of an antilattice set. Holland's result is then recovered for /-groups. The key to the construction is examining the set of right cosets of a prime subgroup.
Let G be a directed, interpolation group and C 6 ^(G). AiC) is the group of all order-preserving permutations of the p.o. set RiC) ordered by: 0^ 77 e,4(C) iff XS Xtt (in RiC)) for all Xe RiC). It is easy to verify that Lemma 52. Let G be a directed, interpolation group and C e &ÍG). Consider the map <p: G -> AiC) defined by iC+x)gq> = C+x+g, for all x,geG. Then q? is an "¡"-homomorphism of G onto G<p and ker (?>)cC. Moreover, Gcp is a directed subgroup of AiC) that is transitive on RiC) (// is transitive on a p.o. set S iff for all s,teS there exists he H such that sh = t).
Note that ker (<p) = f| {-x+C+x : xe G}. If Ce6iG), then C=ker(<p) and
G<p^0G¡C is a directed, interpolation group. However, if G is the nonabelian o-simple o-group given in [5] and H=G@" Z where Z is trivially ordered, let C be any convex subgroup of G other than G or {0}. Let C=C ©"* Z. Then H is a directed, interpolation group and C is a convex ¿/-subgroup of H which is prime. In this case, ker (95) =Z (trivially ordered) so ker (9) is not directed. It is unknown as to whether AiC) is a directed group or an interpolation group, in general.
However
Theorem 53. Let G be a directed, interpolation group. Then G is "V-isomorphic to a subgroup of a cartesian product of directed p.o. groups {Bg : geG and g$0}, such that each Bg is a transitive subgroup of AiCg) for some prime subgroup Cg.
Proof. Let g e G and g£0. Let Sfg = {B e ^iG) : B n <%{g) = 0}. Sfg satisfies the hypotheses of Zorn's Lemma, and so there exists C9 which is maximal in 5^. If A, Be<ë{G), A n B=Cg and A, Bj-Cg, then there exist aeA+ and beB+ such that a,b^g (since A and B are directed, a and 0 can be taken to be positive). Thus a, b^g, 0 so there exists k e G such that a, b^k^g,0.
Now k e A n B=Cg and k e Wig), a contradiction. Hence Cg is prime, and by Theorem 23, RiCg) is an antilattice set. Let <pg:G-^ AiCg) be given by Lemma 52 and let Bg = G(pg. Bg has the requisite properties by the previous lemma. Let H=T\{Bg : geG and g$0} interpolation groups are owing to the lack of knowledge concerning antilattices. The last two sections illustrate this point very clearly. 10 . Concluding remarks and open questions. Let G be a directed, interpolation group and let Aut (G) be the group of all o-automorphisms of G. Ce 'é'iG) is said to be a shifting subgroup of G if and only if C<p = C or C<p n C={0} for all <peAut(G) and a characteristic subgroup of G if and only if Cq>=C for all <p e Aut (G). Let KiG) be the set of all characteristic subgroups of G and ^(G) the set of all shifting subgroups of G. G is said to be K-simple icharacteristically simple) iff KiG) = {G,{0}}.
In [4] , Byrd, Conrad and Lloyd examined the characteristic and shifting subgroups of an /-group G. In § §2, 3 and 4 of [4] , results were obtained for a general /-group G. From the results on polars in this paper, almost all of the theorems of [4] from those sections hold with minor modifications for a directed, interpolation group. The proofs are the same as those given in [4] .
Problems.
(1) Is 33ÍG, C) a sublattice of ^~(G, C) for every directed, interpolation group G and C e #(G)? (2) Give a complete characterization of the o-simple abelian antilattices. (3) Find necessary and sufficient conditions on an antilattice set S for the group of all order-preserving permutations of S to be a directed, interpolation group.
(4) Can every semi-isolated, directed, interpolation group be "/"-embedded in a divisible, semi-isolated, directed, interpolation group ? (5) If G has a finite number of polars, then characterize the directed, interpolation group G.
(6) Let V= ViA, Ra) where A is an arbitrary p.o. set and Ra=R for all aeA. Give necessary and sufficient conditions for V to be characteristically simple.
(7) Which abelian p.o. groups (not necessarily weakly semi-isolated) have no nontrivial convex subgroups ?
With respect to Problem (5), it should be observed that if G is a directed, interpolation group with precisely n polars and H is an arbitrary directed, interpolation group, then H@" G is a directed, interpolation group with precisely n polars. For this reason, it may be necessary to impose some extra conditions on G to obtain any result.
With regard to Problem (6), it is easy to see that if A has a maximal or a minimal element (i.e., there exists aeA such that a $ ß for all ß e A or a £ß for all ß e A), then V is characteristically simple if and only if A is a finite trivially ordered set. In particular, this answers the problem in the case that A is finite. In general, A can be expressed as the disjoint union of sets SB ii=-0) which have the property that if yeSe,aeA and a ^ y or a S y, then a e SB. If V is characteristically simple, then there can only be a finite number of SB's and they are order-isomorphic. However, the Sß's may have infinite trivially ordered subsets ; for any cardinal m, the set of maximal trivially ordered subsets of any SB is either empty or coinitial and cofinal in Se.
In Problem (7), if G is a cyclic p.o. group, say G=(g), then G has no nontrivial convex subgroups if and only if there exists meZ+ such that ngeG+ for all n^m or ngeG+ for all ne -m (neZ+ uZ~).
Of course, in Problem (2), if the o-simple abelian antilattice is a p-group, then the group is an o-group and so o-isomorphic to a subgroup of R.
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